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Abstract

We propose an efficient diffusion-based text-to-video
super-resolution (SR) tuning approach that leverages the
readily learned capacity of pixel level image diffusion model
to capture spatial information for video generation. To ac-
complish this goal, we design an efficient architecture by in-
flating the weightings of the text-to-image SR model into our
video generation framework. Additionally, we incorporate a
temporal adapter to ensure temporal coherence across video
frames. We investigate different tuning approaches based
on our inflated architecture and report trade-offs between
computational costs and super-resolution quality. Empirical
evaluation, both quantitative and qualitative, on the Shut-
terstock video dataset, demonstrates that our approach is
able to perform text-to-video SR generation with good visual
quality and temporal consistency. To evaluate temporal co-
herence, we also present visualizations in video format in
google drive.

1. Introduction
Diffusion model [5, 14], as a deep generative model,

has achieved a new state-of-the-art performance, surpassing
GANs [3, 6, 16, 18] in generative tasks [9, 10]. In a diffusion-
based text-conditioned generation system, a base model ini-
tially generates a low-resolution image/video, which is sub-
sequently refined by a super-resolution module [4, 10, 12] to
produce high-quality samples. Numerous existing diffusion-
based text-to-image super-resolution models [9, 10], trained
on billion-scale text-image dataset, have demonstrated out-
standing generation capability. However, training text-to-
video spatial super-resolution is challenging due to the
scarcity of high-resolution video data. This scenario mo-
tivates the inflation of off-the-shelf image models to video
generation tasks [2, 7, 15, 19]. Furthermore, training a video
generation model needs exceedingly high computational and
memory requirements, which drives techniques that offer
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Figure 1: Overall architecture of our approach. Up: we inflate
the UNet weights from a text-to-image model into a text-to-video
model to perform a diffusion-based super-resolution task. Bottom:
we inject and tune a temporal adapter in the inflated architecture
while maintaining the UNet weights frozen.

cost-effective alternatives to optimize the video models.
Several recently proposed methods [1] also focus on gen-

erating high-quality videos using pretrained latent diffusion
models. Temporal attention mechanisms are also commonly
used in [4, 12]. Yet, investigating the trade-offs between
video quality and the resource requirements in a fine-tuning
stage is not the focus of those works. [1] typically requires
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full tuning of all computational modules to generate high-
quality videos, even with pretrained image weights inflated
in the video architectures. In contrast, our approach lies in
the applied domain and investigates how tuning efficiency
affects the video super-resolution quality. More importantly,
instead of investigating model inflation in latent space [1],
our approach is the first to directly work on pixels. Note that
our goal is not to achieve state-of-the-art generation quality.
Instead, we aim to establish a practical and efficient tuning
system to generate high-resolution videos with reasonable
visual quality and temporal consistency.

In this paper, we aim to leverage the readily learned spa-
tial capacity of image weights for efficient and effective
text-to-video super-resolution, as shown in the upper of Fig-
ure 1. To capture the coherence across video frames, we
inject an attention-based temporal adapter into the video
architecture. This adapter can be fine-tuned independently
while keeping inflated weights frozen, as shown in the bot-
tom of Figure 1. We perform the spatial super-resolution
task on the Shutterstock video dataset and validate that our
approach is capable of generating videos with good visual
quality and temporal consistency. We also demonstrate the
trade-off between tuning complexity and generation quality.

2. Related Work

Diffusion-based SR model is conditioned on low-
resolution samples, generated by a base generation model,
to further produce high-resolution images [10] or videos [4].
With the success of image generation models pre-trained
on billion-scale image data, recent research efforts have
been made to directly borrow off-the-shelf image models for
video tasks. For example, [7] load image weights for video
generation in a zero-shot manner. [2, 15, 19] adopt model
inflation and DDIM [13] inversion for text-to-video editing.
While these studies may not directly apply to video spatial
super-resolution task, they provide insightful hints on the
feasibility of adopting an image model without necessitating
re-training from scratch.

Temporal attention mechanisms that operate on the time
axis are commonly adopted in video diffusion approaches [4,
12]. Our method shares the same concept with [1] in the spirit
of borrowing image diffusion models for video generation.
However, our approach focus on the applied domain for text-
to-video super resolution. More importantly, with facilitating
partial tuning of the video architectures, we qualitatively and
quantitatively evaluate how different tuning methods affect
the generation quality, including visual quality and temporal
consistency.

3. Approach

Consider a video clip represented as a sequence of n
image frames, denoted as I : [I1, ..., In], with low spatial

resolution s, and a text description t for this clip, our objec-
tive is to generate a new video clip of the same length but
with an enhanced resolution s′ while preserving the corre-
lation between text and video. We aim to exploit the robust
spatial understanding of a pre-trained and fixed large-scale
image diffusion model, repurposing it for video generation
that remains temporally consistent. This removes the need
for extensive training from scratch on limited high-resolution
video data, which is both time- and resource-consuming. We
achieve this goal by inflating the weights of image diffusion
model into a video generation architecture (as detailed in
Section 3.1) and further tuning an efficient temporal adapter
to ensure the continuity and coherence across video frames,
discussed in Section 3.2.

3.1. Inflation with Image Weights

We build a one-on-one mapping between image and video
architectures through ‘upgrade’ Imagen [10] text-to-image
super-resolution model to accommodate video tasks. We
first revisit the U-Net architecture in Imagen, composed of
residual and cross-attention blocks, as shown in Figure 2
(left). Given a batch of input static images with shape
B × C × H × W , the residual blocks capture the spatial
information while cross-attention ensures that the generated
image aligns with the given text prompt. In the context of our
text-to-video super-resolution, the input batch of video clips
is in the shape of B×F ×C×H×W , where F is the num-
ber of frames. As shown in Figure 2 (right), each individual
frame is processed through a parallel scheme, each branch
contains a residual block and cross-attention layer for text-
visual feature extraction. At the end of the UNet block, we
have a temporal adapter for feature aggregation to maintain
consistency and smoothness across frames. The processing
units of the residual block and cross-attention layer share the
same weights during training, in which case we can simply
reshape the video data into (BF ) × C × H × W . Given
this nice property of weight sharing scheme, we can directly
inflate the pre-trained image model weights into the video
UNet without any architectural modification.

3.2. Temporal Adaptater with Frame-wise Atten-
tion

To capture the coherence among video frames, we apply
the temporal adapter after the residual and cross-attention
blocks. Figure 3 depicts the design of the attention-based
temporal adapter. We first reshape video data I into I ′ with
the shape of B×F×(CHW ) and then adopt a conventional
self attention module:

Self-Attention(Q,K, V ) = Softmax(
QKT

√
d

) · V. (1)

Such an attention mechanism is effective in determining
the overall structure and the coherence of the video frames.
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Figure 2: Weights inflation from a text-to-image SR UNet to a text-to-video SR UNet.

Figure 3: Temporal adapter with attention that ensures temporal coherence across a video clip.

Specifically, a weighted sum over the ‘token axis’ F is cal-
culated to learn the frame-wise correlation. We employ
end-to-end optimization of either the full or partial model
weights, aligning with the simple denoising objective in
DDPM [5]. As such, the model weights are optimized by
minimizing the MSE loss of noise prediction, conditioned
on the low-resolution frames.

4. Experiments

We validate our approach on the Shutterstock dataset. We
inflate a version of the Imagen diffusion model pre-trained

on our internal data sources for 8x super-resolution, into
our video UNet. This UNet consists of four stages each
for downsampling and upsampling, denoted as 2×, 4×, 8×,
16×. T5-xxl encoder [8] is used to extract text embedding,
the output of which is fed into the cross-attention layers
within the 16× stage. We train our video model on the Shut-
terstock text-to-video dataset with 7 million video clips in
a resolution of 256 × 256-resolution and frame rate of 8
FPS. The duration for each clip is 1 second, i.e. F = 8.
The supper-resolution scale is 4×, elevating the resolution
from 64 × 64 to 256 × 256. We investigate several base-
line optimization approaches, including (1) Zero-shot (ZS):
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Figure 4: Visualization of different tuning methods after image model inflation, conditioned on text prompt “Dog dachshund on chromakey”.
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Figure 5: Text prompt: Camera follows cooking mezze machine rigate pasta in tomato sauce.

we directly evaluate the video model after inflation with-
out further training. (2) Full-ft (Full): After integrating the
temporal adapter, all modules undergo optimization. This
strategy aims to showcase the potential ’upper bound’ perfor-
mance in the super-resolution task. (3) Temporal: we only

tune the temporal adapter to capture the temporal consistency
while maintaining superior generation quality efficiently. We
finetune for 1 epoch, using Adafactor [11] with initial LR of
10−5 and batch size of 256 on 64 TPUv3.
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Figure 6: Text prompt: Little beautiful ducklings on green screen.
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Figure 7: Text prompt: Brazil northeast beaches.

4.1. Quantitative Results

We evaluate different optimization approaches using var-
ious metrics. As shown in Table 1, the Full-ft approach
achieves the best visual quality in terms of Peak signal to

noise ratio (PSNR) and structural index similarity (SSIM) by
tuning all 628.89 million parameters of UNet. The efficient
temporal adapter tuning still yields reasonable visual qual-
ity while achieving an approximate 2× wall-clock training
acceleration and halving memory usage by adjusting only
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(a) Ground Truth
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Figure 8: Visualizations of methods with and without image model inflation. Text prompt: Tourists visiting the old town.
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Table 1: Quantitative results for different tuning approaches.

Visual Quality Temporal Consistency Efficiency
Method PSNR (% ↑) SSIM (↑) TCC (↑) Tunable Params (M) ↓ Train Speed (steps/s) ↑ Memory (G) ↓

Zero-shot 18.1 0.42 0.70 - - -
Full-ft 28.7 0.77 0.86 628.89 1.05 15
Temporal 24.3 0.62 0.82 67.24 2.02 8

one-tenth of the typical parameter quantity. The zero-shot
approach performs the worst.

We also validate that the efficient tuning approach can
maintain temporal consistency, i.e. the motions among con-
structive frames remain smooth in the super-resolution re-
sults. We adopt the quantitative evaluation metric in [17]:
temporal change consistency (TCC), which is defined as:

TCC(H,G) =

∑n−1
i=1 SSIM(|hi − hi+1|, |gi − gi+1|)

n− 1
(2)

where H = {h1, h2, ..., hn} and G = {g1, g2, ..., gn} are
high-resolution ground-truth and generated video frames,
respectively. Table 1 shows a clear trade-off between train-
ing efficiency and temporal consistency, in which efficient
temporal tuning still yields reasonable results. We also ob-
serve that zero-shot approach fails to maintain the consistent
changes among adjacent frames due to the lack of a temporal
module that operate exclusively on the time axis.

4.2. Qualitative Results

As shown in Figure 4, when compared with the ground
truth high-resolution video (GT), both Full and Temporal
produce good super-resolution results, marked by high visual
quality and temporal smoothness. The ZS approach manages
to generate frames with decent visual content without any
fine-tuning on video data, but it falls short in maintaining
temporal coherence — a limitation due to its pre-training
solely on static images. This demonstrates the effectiveness
of our temporal adapter in capturing the coherence across
video frames. We provide addtional visualizations in Fig-
ure 5, 6 and 7.

4.3. Inflation is Data Efficient

A straightforward baseline for image weight inflation is
to randomly initialize the video UNet and fully fine-tune it
using only video data. As observed in Figure 9, the image
inflation-based approach can achieve high visual quality
even when leveraging only 10% of 7M video data. This
trend becomes more evident in Figure 8, demonstrating the
data efficiency of the image weight inflation approach.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a practical diffusion system for

inflating text-to-image model weights to text-to-video spatial

(a) PSNR

(b) SSIM

Figure 9: Training data efficiency evaluated by PSNR and SSIM.

super-resolution model. This is the first work to study the
weight inflation on the pixel level diffusion model. We have
investigated different tuning methods for efficient temporal
adaptation. We also demonstrated a good trade-off between
the super-resolution quality with temporal consistency and
tuning efficiency. As a future investigation, we aim to scale
up our target resolution from 256 to 512 (e.g. from 4× to
8×SR) and generate videos with longer time frames, which
would yield a more obvious trade-off between generation
quality and computational resources.
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